POSITION AVAILABLE
BIM/ REVIT Technology Specialist

Celebrating its 51st year, Rowland Design is an award-winning studio of talented architects, graphic and interior designers united by one goal: enhancing the lives of our clients.

Job Description / Ideal Qualifications:
The primary role of the BIM/ REVIT Technology Specialist is to execute the successful implementation of BIM (Building Information Modeling)/REVIT technology and related processes and to serve as an expert resource to a project team during both Pre-design, Design, and Design Document phases of the project. Other responsibilities include leading the development of BIM/REVIT processes and training efforts related to BIM/ REVIT technology. The BIM/REVIT Specialist would also:
• Build Rowland Design’s BIM/REVIT Templates for project use
• Maintain and expand Rowland Design’s BIM/REVIT content and detail libraries
• Assist the project team to execute the BIM/REVIT Implementation Plan
• Assist development of the BIM schedule
• Manages architectural and consultant modeling collaboration.
• Able to assist with site visits and Revit modeling of the existing building conditions.
• Build models or further develops existing models to be used for specific BIM processes at all project phases
• Assist project teams by modeling building systems as needed
• Produces site plans, models, animations and renderings as needed
• Provide technical orientation to new hires regarding BIM tools
• Proactively pursues personal development to remain proficient in latest BIM technologies and programs
• Assist in the evaluation of new BIM related software and technology
• Liaison with local and national technology and software vendors
• B.S. in Construction Management, Architecture, Design or related field and 4+ years of experience in the implementation of BIM/technology or related roles
• Demonstrates solid presentation skills and verbal/written skills.
• Demonstrates proficiency for related Autodesk BIM software including BIM 360 Field/Glue and REVIT.

If you think you’re a good fit, please email your resume and portfolio to:
info@rowlanddesign.com